Canyon Del Oro
Levels of Dance


Advanced

Focus of advanced technique in ballet, jazz,
modern, lyrical, contemporary, hip-hop,
improvisation, and choreography. Students
work towards developing movement
vocabulary, choreographic skills, creative and
critical thinking skills, and performance
abilities. The objective for students in class
is to demonstrate growth in various styles of
dance technique, further mature their quality
of movement, and develop their
collaboration skills.


DANCE

Beginning

Focus on the roots of technique in ballet,
jazz, modern, lyrical, contemporary, hiphop, West African, musical theater,
improvisation, and choreography. The
objective for students in class is to
demonstrate growth in various styles of
dance technique, gain confidence in
performing on stage, and develop their
collaboration skills.
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Performance
(audition only)

The performance dance course at CDO is
intertwined with the Dorado Dance
Company. Students collaborate to
communicate emotional intention and
personal expression through original
movement. Students have opportunities to
take class and perform at various colleges
and high schools throughout Arizona.
Students are required to perform in multiple
dance pieces on stage once a semester .The
objective for students in class is to develop
their collaboration skills, demonstrate growth
and maturity in various styles of dance
technique, and explore individual voice
through choreography.
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“When
you dance, your purpose is not to get to a
certain place on the floor.
It’s to enjoy each step along the way.“
–Wayne Dyer

Why take a dance class?

The bigger your
challenges,
the bigger your
opportunity for growth.



Dance can earn you a P.E credit



Dance teaches you how to move
through space using control, balance,
and energy.



Dance increases the growth and
development of your overall physical
fitness



Dance can help you discover a new
sense of self esteem



Dancing with others can lead to the
building of new friendships



Dance teaches you how to express
your voice through choreography



Dance provides opportunities for
growth as a performer through
concert dance and other dance
performances



Dance provides opportunities to
grow as a leader and work
cooperatively in group settings



Dance offers countless
styles that prove to be
interesting and enjoyable
for any student

Dancing is an enjoyable
performing art that can
contribute to the development
of physical fitness, creativity, and
collaboration skills.

Performance dancers have
opportunities to take extra
workshops and explore college
dance programs in Arizona.

